


Introduction

This is the first ever research study to establish a national Index on the state of  
corporate-Indigenous partnerships in Canada. The research was undertaken with  
more than 500 medium and large companies across a variety of sectors and regions  
who participated in an extensive survey and dialogue which probed their Indigenous 
engagements and partnerships.  This baseline information offers new insights into the  
nature of those engagements, how they are conceived and established and particularly  
the issues which corporate Canada faces in their efforts to build new intersections  
with Canada’s Indigenous peoples for purposes of employment, business and social  
development. Our research identifies that there is a significant gap in Indigenous/  
corporate partnerships today. 

The gap represents an enormous challenge for Canada. In alignment with the spirit of  
reconciliation we must find new ways to encourage full Indigenous participation in the  
economy. More and better partnerships across all sectors and regions are needed to  
achieve that goal. Our expectation is that this research will help stimulate further dialogue  
and action on how we can work together to build corporate/Indigenous relations. 

We wish to thank the national advisory committee that was struck to guide this research to its  
conclusion. The participation of more than 600 organizations including corporate Canada, 
 Indigenous economic development corporations, NGO’s and Indigenous Works’ Corporate  
Leadership Circle supported this research and have contributed in important ways. We also offer  
a special acknowledgement to the independent research firm, R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd. 

Now there is work to begin in Canada with renewed vigour. Indigenous Works welcomes  
you to join us on this continued engagement and partnership journey.
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Co-Chair    President & CEO,    Co-Chair  
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REPORT SUMMARY

In addressing that question, we have identified where there 
are gaps, and where there are opportunities to advance both 
corporate Canada and Indigenous communities. With support 
from the Government of Canada, and with the services of an 
independent research firm, R.A. Malatest & Associates Ltd., this 
study has established a baseline score for Indigenous-corporate 
engagement—and uncovered how to spur new relationships, 
and convert existing ones into sustainable partnerships.

Improving the baseline score is a public policy challenge for 
Canada, as low engagement and partnership inhibits  
Indigenous employment, business development, and social 
development, which in turn reinforces the socio-economic  
challenges Indigenous communities face today. The value of 
this research is that it provides a means to track progress on this 
issue, using a new tool (The Partnership Matrix), and provides 
direction on where and how interventions could be initiated to 
encourage and stimulate engagement in specific sectoral and 
regional clusters.

The full report provides an evidence- based narrative for  
partnership building, including the steps businesses take to 
progress from disengaged to committed partners, and possible 
next steps for advancement strategies and future research. This 
report summary provides an overview of key findings, including 
how to engage businesses by engagement level and sector, and  
potential roles for government. The main body of the report  
provides further detail and context to these findings.

THE BENEFITS OF PARTNERSHIP
Partnerships between corporate Canada and Indigenous  
communities have the potential to propel growth for both  
parties. But this will only be achieved if each party can be  
motivated to engage with one  another. The Truth and  
Reconciliation Commission on Residential Schools (TRC) made  
a specific call to action for corporate Canada to make  
opportunities available for Indigenous peoples by addressing 
the gaps that have disconnected their communities from  
economic opportunity, build respectful relationships and, 

ultimately commit to partnerships that will lead to long-term 
sustainable growth. This study found that corporate Canada is 
unlikely to act on this call to action on their own and that en-
gagement and partnership gaps will continue to be the norm.

Without partnerships, both Indigenous groups and corporate 
Canada are missing opportunities for immediate and long-term 
rewards. 

• For Indigenous communities, businesses, and groups: partnerships  
 with corporate Canada can help them grow and diversify their  
 capacities, increase wealth and improve social well-being among  
 their members. Partnerships may be used to leverage capital,  
 as well as connections and expertise that lead to future business  
 opportunities. Once established as partners, Indigenous  
 businesses may attain preferred vendor standing. Overall,  
 partnerships are a means for Indigenous communities to achieve  
 their stake in the Canadian economy, fulfilling a nation-to-nation  
 relationship between them and non-Indigenous Canadians.

• For corporate Canada: there are both immediate rewards and  
 long-term benefits of partnership. Engaging Indigenous groups  
 and working towards partnership can provide solutions to   
 employment and business needs. They can access Canada’s 
 fastest growing demographic and labour pool, as well as access  
 new markets. Partnership may be necessary to move projects  
 forward where they require working near or in Indigenous  
 territories. There are further benefits that come from partnership,  
 such as an improved reputation (which leads to more business)  
 and a more respectful and accommodating workplace culture  
 (which inhibits turnover). For federally regulated employers,  
 partnership makes it easier to meet legislated requirements   
 such as the Employment Equity Act. Overall, partnerships give  
 businesses an edge, ready to respond to shifting economic,   
 demographic, and policy conditions.

To unlock this potential, we need to understand current conditions 
and what can transform them. Thus, our research is guided by 
two key aims: 1) to gauge the extent to which corporate Canada 
is currently engaged with Indigenous groups; and 2) to identify the 
organizational competencies, structures and supports necessary 
to spur more engagement, relationships and partnerships. This 
requires both quantitative and qualitative research to identify 
the hard facts and stories, respectively, which may be used by 
businesses, Indigenous groups, and government to act. 

THIS STUDY, RESEARCHING INDIGENOUS PARTNERSHIPS, AIMS TO ANSWER THE QUESTION, “WHAT IS 
THE CURRENT LEVEL OF CORPORATE-INDIGENOUS ENGAGEMENT AND PARTNERSHIP IN CANADA?”
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1   More information on the model may be found at indigenousworks.ca
2   Defined as private enterprises, excluding public employers, such as health and  
    education, and businesses  with Indigenous-ownership.



THE PARTNERSHIP MATRIX
This research is grounded by a new tool for assessing businesses’ 
commitment to engage: the partnership matrix. In developing the 
matrix, we reviewed and adapted Indigenous Works’ Seven 
Stage Partnership Model.  The matrix applies the TRC’s focus on 
employment, business development, and community development, 
combined with the benchmarks for organizational competencies,  
strategies, and practices. This matrix tool has since been  
employed by surveying over 500 medium and large, Canadian 
businesses, across sectors and regions, and validating it with 
guidance from corporate, Indigenous, and government leaders. 
Using the survey and matrix, we have been able to “score”  
engagement for each business based on their awareness, readiness, 
strategies, consultations, and, where they exist, partnerships 
(see Figure 0-1 below). Survey findings were contextualized by 
follow-up interviews with businesses, Indigenous groups and 
other stakeholders (such as industry associations).

OVERALL ENGAGEMENT LEVELS
Corporate Canada averaged a matrix engagement score of 
13 out of a possible 100 points. Different regions and industries  
appear to be at different points along the partnership matrix, with 
unique strengths and opportunities to build upon. Although 
it is perhaps not surprising to see that the resource sector or 
Western Canada is particularly engaged, the rest of corporate 
Canada is not necessarily stuck at the starting line: different 
industries appear to be at different points along the matrix, with 
unique strengths and opportunities to build upon. Some overall 
findings include:

• Low awareness of opportunities: Only half of businesses (54%)  
 were aware of local Indigenous groups. Less than half were  
 aware of the demographic potential of Indigenous communities  
 (39%), and fewer still had heard the TRC calls to action for 
 corporate Canada (28%). Only one-third of businesses (35%) 
 were aware of the Aboriginal Skills, Employment, and 
 Training Strategy (ASETS) that can bridge the gap between 
 the Indigenous workforce and corporate Canada.

• Low priority, limited capacity: Only half of businesses wanted  
 to do more business with Indigenous groups (49% medium or  
 high priority), and fewer were prioritizing hiring Indigenous  
 peoples (44%). Most at odds with the TRC Calls to Action,  
 only one-in-three businesses (34%) considered investing in  
 Indigenous communities a priority. Even among those that  
 are prioritizing engagement, there are capacity challenges.  
 Medium-sized businesses in particular had difficulty dedicating  
 resources to engagement.

• Lack of strategy: One-in-four businesses have a strategy for  
 engaging Indigenous groups. However, these strategies are  
 often informal, limited in scope, and developed internally  
 without Indigenous perspectives. However, we did find that  
 strategy is a necessary foundation for moving forward to 
 consultation and partnership. Employment Equity reporting  
 requirements can provide a solid foundation for strategy  
 development, though it does not push businesses to act further.

• Consultation is the exception, not the rule: Businesses are  
 unlikely to consult Indigenous groups when making business  
 decisions. Overall, one-in-four businesses have consulted with 
 Indigenous groups in the past two years. Consultations tend 
 to be sporadic and project-driven. For instance, while we  
 found 15% of businesses consulted Indigenous groups on  
 hiring, only 4% always consulted when hiring.

• Partnership is rare, but powerful: Few businesses have  
 partnerships but those that do are reporting significant  
 outcomes. As is, only 13% of businesses had any partnerships,  
 either formal or informal. Most partnerships are geared toward  
 employment objectives, while only half consider community  
 objectives. Indigenous groups we interviewed challenged  
 whether partnerships that are informal or do not consider  
 community development may be considered genuine  
 partnerships. Businesses with full partnerships, geared  
 towards both business and community goals, reported they  
 are hiring more Indigenous people, doing more business in  
 their communities, and seeing their reputations grow.
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FIGURE 0-1: How engagement scores are calculated 
using the partnership matrix

Aware

Ready

Strategy

Consult

Partner

• Leadership aware: Indigenous groups where you  
 do business? ASETS? TRC Calls to Action?
• Do you have Indigenous employees? Ever worked  
 with groups? Invested in communities?
• Up to 5 points

• Priorities: Hiring Indigenous? Working w/ Indigenous  
 businesses? Community development?
• To what extent does your business have the ability,  
 knowledge, and experience to act?
• Up to 20 points

• Strategies for Indigenous employment, business  
 development, or community development?
• If yes, formalized? Do they apply enterprise-wide?   
• Brought in Indigenous perspectives?
• Up to 25 points

• Consults groups when making employment, business,  
 or community development decisions?
• If yes, practices enterprise-wide or limited to  
 departments? Acknowledge & promote input?
• Up to 25 points

• Any partnerships with Indigenous organizations or  
 communities? Objectives? Long-term?
• Have you formalized your partnership? If yes, how?
• Up to 25 points

Total engagement score 
(Up to 100 points) 
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Engagement 
novices, 9%

Committed  
partners, 2%
 
Relationship 
developers, 4%

Disengaged 
majority, 85%

n=511 medium and large businesses.

CATEGORIZING CORPORATE CANADA
Overall results paint a pessimistic picture, with significant room 
for improvement. However, we found businesses with very 
different levels of engagement, from the least engaged to the 
most engaged, and many somewhere in the middle. To provide 
a narrative that charts advancement from awareness to partner-
ship, we divided corporate Canada into four tiers based on their 
engagement scores (see Figure 0 2 below). The largest group, 
reflecting the low average score, is the disengaged majority. 

FIGURE 0-2: Grouping Canadian businesses by  
engagement tier using the partnership matrix

With businesses categorized into discrete engagement tiers, we 
can identify key supporting structures and inhibitors of progress 
towards partnership. As businesses move from one tier to the 
next, they achieve breakthroughs in employment, business 
development, and community development. This drives home 
the business case for partnership, as we found that efforts to 
strengthen workplace culture and reputation among Indigenous 
peoples provide access to new labour and markets.

THE DISENGAGED MAJORITY
Unlocking the potential of partnership requires substantive 
changes to how corporate Canada engages Indigenous communities, 
groups, and businesses. According to our survey results, 85% 
of corporate Canada may be described as disengaged. This 
disengaged majority is unaware of local Indigenous communities, 
or their potential to address labour and business needs. Few 
businesses consider engagement a priority. Rather they tend to be 
reactive, with engagement off the radar until they are approached 
or required to act. As it is a low priority, few businesses have 
committed resources to manage engagement, which makes it 
difficult for them to consult or partner with Indigenous groups.

TABLE 0-1: What holds back the disengaged  
majority—and what would help?

 
Why have they not considered engaging  
Indigenous groups? 
 
 • Few Indigenous people where they do business/ 
  unaware of them

 • Passive engagement (“We don’t discriminate”)
 • Limited perceived value
 • Lack of knowledge
 • Costly/limited capacity

 What needs to change? 

 • Waiting to be approached by Indigenous groups directly
 • Need to see the employment and business potential
 • More experience and knowledge
 • Economic and policy conditions

 What supports do they need? 

 • Guidance from Indigenous groups
 • Mentorship from experienced businesses
 • Direction from third-parties and government

Though there are significant differences by region and sector, 
the reality is that the majority of businesses in every province 
and every sector of the economy are disengaged, and unlikely 
or unable to advance without external support. The disengaged 
majority can be motivated to engage if they are approached 
directly by Indigenous groups, and made aware of the material 
benefits of partnership, such as access to new labour and new 
markets (see Table 0 1 above). As the fastest growing demographic 
in Canada, Indigenous communities are an opportunity hiding 
in plain sight. When motivated, businesses need supports,  
specifically guidance from Indigenous groups, assistance  
from experienced resources, and mentorship from  
committed partners. 



ENGAGEMENT NOVICES
There are businesses in Canada that have engaged Indigenous 
workers, businesses and communities, and their experiences 
provide a roadmap for advancing the disengaged majority. 
There are examples of Canadian businesses that have progress 
through various levels of engagement; from engagement novices 
to relationship developers to committed partners. Currently, 
9% of businesses are at the novice stage. Motivated by the 
employment and business potential of Indigenous communities, 
they have drafted engagement strategies and begun consulting 
Indigenous groups to address project-specific needs.
Engagement novices adopt the basic policies and practices 
that are a necessary foundation for advancement towards the 
intermediate and committed tiers. Nearly all novices had drafted 

strategies and consulted Indigenous groups, and over half had 
initiated partnerships. However, these engagements can be 
shallow. For instance, while nearly all novices had strategies, 
less than half of novices’ strategies were validated by Indigenous 
peoples, and only one-in-three strategies considered community 
development. This limited commitment to strategy development 
impacts consultation and partnership practices. Consultation is 
generally restricted to specific projects or regions, partnerships 
are informal, and both consultations and partnerships are  
primarily focused on employment objectives. Our survey data 
and follow-up interview identified three, interrelated gaps that 
inhibit partnership development behind novice engagement. In 
turn, we have identified three key competencies that need to be 
developed to address these gaps:
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WHY BUSINESSES SAY THEY HAVE NEVER CONSIDERED ENGAGING  
OR REACHING OUT TO INDIGENOUS COMMUNITIES AND ORGANIZATIONS:

– Direct quotes from disengaged businesses

“NEVER 
THOUGHT 
ABOUT IT”

“NO DIRECTION 
FROM 

CORPORATE” 

 “NOT 
APPLICABLE 

TO OUR 
BUSINESS” 

“LET 
EMPLOYEES 
COME TO 

THEM” 

“NO  
INCENTIVE 
TO DO SO”

“NEVER 
OCCURRED 

TO US” 

“WE DON’T 
 DISCRIMINATE” 

“IL N’Y PAS 
D’AUTOCHTONES 

DANS LA 
COMMUNAUTÉ” 

“WE DO NOT 
TARGET SPECIFIC 
COMMUNITIES” 

“LEADERSHIP 
HASN’T MADE IT  

A PRIORITY” 

“ALL OF THE 
ABOVE WOULD 

APPLY”

“DOESN’T FALL 
UNDER BUSINESS 

OBJECTIVES”

“NO 
REASON” 

“NEEDMORE 
INFORMATION” 

“NOTHING 
FORMALIZED”

“NO 
OPPORTUNITY” 

“HAS NOT 
BEEN 

CONSIDERED”

“WE WOULD 
RESPOND 
IF THEY 

REACHED 
OUT TO US” 

“ASSUMPTION WE 
WERE REACHING  
ANY INTERESTED 

CANDIDATES 
THROUGH JOB 

POSTINGS” 

“HASN’T 
BEEN A 

PRIORITY 
FOR THE 

BUSINESS” 

“WE NEED  
PEOPLE WITH  

SPECIFIC  
DESIGNATIONS,  
SO THAT IS THE  

PRIORITY”

“NOT 
CONTRACTUALLY 
OBLIGATED AS IS 

IN THE PAST”

“LACK OF 
OPPORTUNITY 
TO ENGAGE” 

“DON’T REACH 
OUT TO ANY OF 
THOSE SPECIAL 
COMMUNITIES” 

“NO 
LONG-TERM 

HR STRATEGY” 

“ONLY 
LOOK AT 
SKILLS” 

“PAS 
BESOIN” 

“WE 
DON’T 
ASK” 

“NO 
POLICY” 

“NOT ON 
OUR 

RADAR” 

“UNINTENTIONAL 
OVERSIGHT.” 

“HAS 
NEVER BEEN  

CONSIDERED” 

“PEOPLE 
GENERALLY COME 

TO US, WE HAVEN’T 
NEEDED TO  
REACH OUT” 

“WE DON’T 
REACH OUT TO 
ANY GROUP IN 
PARTICULAR” 
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RELATIONSHIP DEVELOPERS
The relationship developers (4% of businesses) are those who 
are at the intermediate level of engagement. They recognize 
both the business case and social responsibility for Indigenous 
partnerships. They are as likely to be motivated by access to 
labour and markets as by corporate social responsibility and 
wanting to improve workplace culture. 

Businesses at this level are in the difficult process of scaling up 
their engagement from pursuing narrow business and hiring 
objectives, which incidentally demand engagement, to seeing 
engagement as a core competency to remain competitive in 
corporate Canada. These businesses need to be confident in 
their potential Indigenous partners. This means Indigenous 
groups need to ensure they take co-ownership of the partnership, 
and are able to be accountable and flexible. As such, they are 
especially attracted to IEDCs and Aboriginal Skills and Employment 
Training Strategy (ASETS) Agreement Holders if they are aware 

of them. Although relationship developers are more likely to 
work with IEDCs than novices, they were no more likely to have 
engaged ASETS-agreement holders or to have worked with 
Indigenous-owned businesses.

Navigating this intermediate stage necessitates recognition that 
authentic partnership is more than a business contract but a 
commitment to collaborate and innovate. Relationship developers 
will find themselves at the novice stage again if they are not 
committed to what they have begun. 

To support their ‘broadening’ or ‘scaling up,’ these relationship 
developers need a roadmap, including how to validate their 
practices, implement them enterprise-wide, and take full potential 
of Indigenous businesses and ASETS agreement holders (see 
section 3.5 for the full road map in the complete report at  
www.indigenousworks.ca/partnerships). At this stage, there are 
roles for businesses, Indigenous groups, and third parties to 
fulfill and a need to collaborate:

Gaps preventing partnership
 
The Commitment Gap: Partnership is a serious matter for  
Indigenous groups; businesses fall short when they treat it as a 
sales, HR, or worse yet, PR exercise. Businesses often go into 
partnerships with Indigenous groups simply to ‘check a box,’ 
or as one IEDC put it, “To rent our name.” While Indigenous 
partners may commit their leadership to directly manage the 
relationship, engagement novices may delegate responsibility 
to a relatively low-ranking resource, thus treating their  
“partner” as just another customer.

Capacity gap: Businesses overestimate Indigenous capacity 
(expectations too high), and underestimate the capacity they 
must dedicate for sustaining a relationship. Indigenous 
businesses and communities have difficulty finding themselves 
a place in the supply chain. Indigenous groups tend to be small 
compared to non-Indigenous enterprises, they are unable to 
meet all the needs of their would-be partners; businesses need 
to be flexible. Businesses must be willing to commit significant 
resources on their side to effectively implement their strategies.

Communications gap: At the outset of relationships, there can 
be significant gaps in expectations and urgency. When these 
divergent perspectives are not articulated, partners may feel 
alienated from one another and allow the relationship to lapse. 
For a relationship to become a partnership, it has to be a start 
to something with agreed upon goals. For the partnership to 
last there must be regular, formalized lines of communication 
that connect decision-makers on both sides.

Competencies to bridge gaps
 
Commit resources with top-down support: Committed partners 
make a commitment from the top-down, where decision-makers 
are involved in the Indigenous partnerships from the get-go. One 
IEDC referred to this as “chief-to-chief” meetings that ensure a 
close relationship over the years. This ensures that the Indigenous 
partner can present and access opportunities as they arise. 

In addition to a top-down commitment, dedicate Aboriginal liaisons 
or departments. These offices act as intermediaries within the 
business between decision-makers on both sides. They can compile 
their track record of engagement and investment in communities, 
which Indigenous groups look for when considering partners.

Build capacity of Indigenous partners: Partners need to  
provide scale-appropriate opportunities to do business together, 
and identify new opportunities to develop capacity. Committed 
partners reexamine their needs and find ways to break apart 
procurement into smaller contracts that Indigenous bidders can 
win and succeed.

Building Indigenous capacity also demands building community  
capacity. Authentic partnerships and strategies consider 
community development. Investment in the development of 
Canada’s fastest growing demographic, it primes businesses to 
access labour, markets, and knowledge necessary for sustainable, 
long-term growth.

Communicate regularly and honestly: Partners need to establish 
clear and consistent means of communication. This may take the 
form of joint leadership committees, regular meetings, and routine 
reporting. This is vital for both when opportunities arise—and when 
they are sparse. When there are opportunities, liaisons and commit-
tees ensure Indigenous peoples know where a business is headed 
and how they can work with them. When opportunities are sparse, 
strong communication keeps a partnership from falling apart.

TABLE 0-2: What gaps inhibit engagement and prevent partnership—and how are they overcome?



TABLE 0 3: How can partners and stakeholders  
develop relationships into committed partnerships?
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Non-Indigenous businesses
 
• Few Indigenous people where they do business/  
 unaware of them
• Passive engagement (“We don’t discriminate”)
• Limited perceived value
• Lack of knowledge
• Costly/limited capacity

Indigenous groups
 
• Demonstrate accountability and self-determination
• Demonstrate flexibility (e.g., different metrics for employment,  
 responsiveness to changing business conditions)

Third parties (Govt., industry association, consultants) 

• Provide templates for partnership agreements (e.g.,  
 Memoranda of Understanding (MOU) and Impact Benefit  
 Agreements (IBA’s)
• Promote ASETS and EDCs to corporate Canada
• Continue to foster mentorship
• Benchmark progress

Together, businesses and Indigenous groups, supported 
by third parties:

• Formalize relationships (e.g., MOUs, cooperation agreements)
• Strike joint committees to manage and sustain the  
 partnership
• Build enterprise-wide/organization-wide buy-in for the  
 relationship

COMMITTED PARTNERS
There are few businesses that may be considered ‘committed 
partners’. Only 2% of businesses have reached this stage or “tier,” 
where consultation is the norm, partnerships are geared towards 
long-term sustainability (not short-term gain), and core engagement 
competencies have been internalized. These competencies 
include committing to partnership from top-down (not merely 
engaging as a human resources or public relations exercise), 
investing in building Indigenous capacity, and maintaining clear 
and consistent communications. The rewards for businesses are 
access to new workers and new markets, and integration with the 
communities where they operate.

Committed partners tend to be larger businesses (1,000+  
employees) with the capacity to act, and have comprehensive, 
validated strategies for engagement. Most committed partners 
are partnering with Indigenous businesses and EDCs. It is also at 
this level that we see a breakthrough with other organizations; 
nearly half of committed partners (47%) worked with ASETS 
agreement holders, and nearly as many (44%) have worked with 
national Indigenous associations. At this point, engagement is 
such an ingrained practice that these businesses find it easier to 
meet hiring targets and set-asides for Indigenous peoples than 
other equity groups. They report their workplaces are more  
accommodating thanks to the fact consultation is the norm.

What supports the success of their partnerships is their sustainability. 
In interviews, these businesses described their partnerships as  
long-term, ongoing relationships that are not limited to short- or 
medium-term goals. They are not geared around specific projects 
or opportunities, but around the relationship—and the opportunities 
that can generate. For this to happen, there needs to be trust and 
openness from both sides. This means that when times are tough 
and opportunities to work together are sparse, the partnership 
remains, the lines of communication open, and economic storms 
are weathered together.

Committed partners may still do more to advance engagement. 
They may act as mentors for less engaged businesses in their sector. 
They can continue to develop their partnership competencies, 
such as building capacity of Indigenous groups and communities. 
Together with their Indigenous partners they may identify new 
opportunities for collaboration, and promote their success as a 
template for corporate-Indigenous relations.
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SECTORAL CLUSTERS
Engagement varies significantly between different sectors of the 
Canadian economy. Sectors also have different motivations for 
engaging that must be considered by Indigenous groups and 
other stakeholders looking to spur advancement. The table 

below summarizes our in-depth analysis of the seven sectoral 
clusters included in Section 5.2 of the full report. Sectors have 
been ordered by the engagement score for an average business 
in that sector, from most to least engaged.

Most engaged, 1 in 4 has partners. Average engagement score of 23.

• Mining, oil & gas at the novice level; agriculture and forestry lagging
• Motivated by clear business case (proximity, need to access markets)
• Novices in sector want to be mentored by committed partners
• 1-in-3 aware of TRC calls to action; awareness campaign warranted 

Making progress, 1 in 3 is consulting. Average engagement score of 21.

• Highest share of federally regulated businesses Employment Equity (EE)
• EE is motivating strategy development, but not substantive engagement 
• Similar motives to resource sector (proximity, market access)
• Stalled momentum? Most likely to abandon strategies if not paying off
• ASETS uptake gap: 46% aware of ASETS, but only 8% engaging them

Making progress, 1 in 3 is consulting. Average engagement score of 18.

• Most experience with Indigenous-owned businesses 
• Lagging behind on community development 
• Tend to be smaller, less capacity to take on community development 
• ASETS uptake gap: 60% aware of ASETS, but only 6% engaging them
Competencies to bridge gaps

See labour solution but unable to act. Average engagement score of 14.

• Greatest interest in tapping the Indigenous labour pool 
• Temporary Foreign Workers Program created a labour-crunch, especially outside urban centres 
• Passive approach: see labour solution but unwilling to invest resources 
• Lacking in strategy and direction (e.g., lowest ASETS awareness) 
• Interested in guidance from Indigenous groups and third-party consultants

Stuck at strategic planning; doubts about Indigenous capacity. Average score: 12.

• Skills and specialization requirements inhibiting engagement, employment 
• Mostly likely to be motivated by ethical arguments, but they don’t think Indigenous workers 
 or businesses can meet their needs 
• Finance, IT have strategies but no success; lower-skilled service providers (call centres,  
 security) having more luck

Lack of direction? Average engagement score of 10.

• Little interest in engagement unless compelled 
• Least likely to say they would engage if approached by Indigenous groups 
• Most responsive to policy direction from government 
• EE makes a big difference: provides structure for planning.

Reactive: Location is everything. Average engagement score of 8.

• Most likely to be motivated by public demand, proximity to Indigenous communities and 
 access to markets 
• Consider their workplaces accommodating, despite lowest rates of strategy or consultation 
• Highest interest in staff training and road maps for engagement

TABLE 0-4: How do sectors compare?

RESOURCES

TRANSPORTATION 
& WAREHOUSING

CONSTRUCTION 
& UTILITIES

HOSPITALITY

PROFESSIONAL 
SERVICES

MANUFACTURING

RETAIL & 
WHOLESALE TRADE
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR  
GOVERNMENT
The Government of Canada recognizes the complexity of this  
relationship, and the need for action. In the 2015 Speech from 
the Throne, the Government stated, “Because it is both the  
right thing to do and a certain path to economic growth, the  
Government will undertake to renew, nation-to-nation, the 
relationship between Canada and Indigenous peoples, one 
based on recognition of rights, respect, co-operation and 
partnership.”  Shortly thereafter, the TRC included amongst its 
94 calls to action specific commitments for corporate Canada. 
Specifically, the TRC called upon corporate Canada to provide 
Aboriginal peoples’ equitable access to jobs, training and 
education opportunities; to commit to meaningful consultation 
and building respectful relationships with Indigenous peoples 
before proceeding with economic development projects; and 
to ensure that communities gain long-term sustainable benefits 
from projects.

Fulfilling the TRC calls to action will improve conditions for both 
Indigenous communities and corporate Canada. For Indigenous 
communities, it will advance the social and economic well-being 
of communities that have too often been cut out from economic 
progress. For corporate Canada, it promises new opportunities 
to access previously untapped markets and labour pools. It also 
will make doing business easier, as they will be less likely to 
encounter conflict where short-term business goals clash with 
long-term community development.  

The Government of Canada through its departments, agencies 
and funded partners can address the engagement gap between 
corporate Canada and Indigenous businesses. There is general 
agreement among both corporate Canada and Indigenous groups 
that external actors could work to boost awareness and facilitate 
networking between Indigenous groups and non-Indigenous 
businesses. Stakeholders would include not only the public 
sector but the non-profit and industry groups. While there is 
no consensus on direct interventions, such as set-asides or new 
policies, the federal government does have a direction it can 
take, based on the guidance of TRC. The role for actors is not 
to intervene directly with new legislation or industry standards. 
Rather, they should facilitate interaction between both sides of 
the partnership equation, boost awareness of existing opportu-
nities and services, and invest in existing partnerships to create 
clusters for economic collaboration. 

Specific government actions could include:

• Promote Indigenous groups ready for partnership: Raise the  
 profile of existing business and employment solutions offered  
 by Indigenous communities, namely the Economic Development  
 Corporations (EDCs) and Aboriginal Skills and Employment  
 Training Strategy Agreement holders. Awareness and  
 engagement with these entities is currently low. EDCs and   
 ASETS-agreement holders have the capacity, accountability,  
 and experience necessary to work with engagement novices  
 and relationship developers who are looking for Indigenous  
 partners but don’t know where to start.
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• Connect federally regulated businesses with Employment  
 Equity solutions: Federal legislation around employment  
 equity is not driving action with regards to Indigenous  
 partnership. This research found that federal legislation,  
 namely the Employment Equity (EE) Act, motivated  
 businesses to prioritize engagement and develop strategies.  
 The EE reporting structure helps regulated firms focus and  
 develop a viable plan with goals they can work towards.  
 However, they are not necessarily working towards the goals  
 they have set. Regulated businesses are no likelier to have  
 partners, nor did they report to be hiring more Indigenous  
 employees than their unregulated competitors. Moreover,   
 they are missing opportunities. For instance, regulated  
 businesses were no more aware of ASETS than unregulated  
 firms. Rather than add more requirements for businesses, it  
 may be most efficient to help connect regulated businesses  
 with ASETS-agreement holders and other Indigenous groups  
 through networking events or accessible databases. 

• Facilitate business-to-business mentorship to develop  
 sectoral clusters: Disengaged businesses do not know where  
 to look for Indigenous groups, and are waiting to be 
 approached.  

 Engagement novices and relationship developers are interested  
 in being mentored by committed partners. Committed partners  
 want to be recognized for their achievements and share their  
 expertise. Rather than wait for businesses to engage one  
 another, government can innovate and create programs to  
 bring businesses together. Mentorship and networking programs  
 should take a clustered approach, bringing together businesses  
 by sector.

Supporting Indigenous partnerships is a major public challenge. 
This report is a foundation for action, with evidence and guidance 
from over 500 Canadian medium and large businesses, Indig-
enous EDCs and national associations, and other experienced 
stakeholders. The recommendations for government draw on 
that foundation, and would be well received by businesses and 
Indigenous groups. In tandem with those actions, other research 
may help strengthen and focus those activities. Future research 
we would recommend includes sector-specific investigations, 
evaluations of engagement programs (such as ASETS or EDCs), 
and conducting a second survey to update the baseline  
established here. 
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